A strategy is presented for modeling processes that contribute to complex temporal patterns of underand over-shoot (i.e., enhancedand diminisheddetection) at onset and offset of a brief narrowbandnoise masker. The modeling strategy, which uses linear combinations of exponential functions to represent the effects of excitatory masking and adaptation, has been used successfully to describe characteristic features of temporaI masking functions.
INTRODUCTION
Formby et al. (1) reported temporal masking functions characterized by complex patterns of temporal under-and over-shoot at onset and offset of a gated narrowband noise masker. Their temporal masking paradigm tracked detection thresholds adaptively across blocks of 4021, 2AFC trials. On a trial, a 400-Hz-wide noise masker (2500 Hz center frequency) was presented in each of two 500-ms observation intervals. The listener's task was to respond to a 5-ins sinusoidal signal that was presented in one of the two intervals. Thresholds were measured at each of 43 different temporal positions of the signal, preceding, during, and following masker presentation. Temporal masking functions were constructed from these data. An example of a temporal masking tiction is shown in the top panel of Fig. 1 . The same function, processed by a smoothkg algorithm, is shown in the bottom panel. These results, for an individual listener, are typical of a signal condition presented off-frequency from the frequencies of the masker for a moderately low-level masker.
Recently, we initiated efforts to model the general features of the temporal masking fiction, including the under-and over-shoot patterns. Our modeling strategy is similar to that used in the study of vestibular adaptation (2) , and allows for quantification of the relative amplitudes, time cons~ts, and delays of exciatory and adaptation processes. The model is well-suited for evaluathg responses to step-like increment stimuli of the kind used by Smith and Zwislocki (3) in the physiological study of peripheral neural adaptation. The temporal masktig function shown k Fig. 1 is effectively the perceptual response to a step stimulus and it is modeled as such in his research. Time (ins) For each exponential component in the model there is an amplitude coefficient, time constant~, and delay of origin coefficient T]. h addition, by including a virtual start delay coefficient (Tz) in the model, each component is permitted to begin before its natural origin. This strategy allows the model to capture features of the temporal masking pattern that occur prior to the actual physical onset (or offset) of the masker.
The sum-of-exponentials model S(t) (indicated by squares in Fig. 2 ) has been fit to the smoothed temporal masking finction from Fig. 1 . Also shown in Fig. 2 are the individual exponential tictions contributing to the fitted model. The dashed curve A represents the exponential function in response to the excitation at masker onset. There are three adaptation functions assumed here that counteract the excitatory response to the masker. Curves B and C are processes with brief time constants in the range typically associated with rapid adaptation measured from peripheral auditory nerve fibers (3). Curve C is appreciably delayed h terms of the onset timing expected for rapid adaptation, which is represented better by the dynamics of curve B (see Table 1 ). The dynamics of curve D in our model are consistent with short-tern neural adaptation processes (3). During the steady state portion of the fitted model curve S(t), the effects in response to masker onset end and the effects in response to masker offset begin. A pattern similar to that at masker onset, but inverted, is assumed at masker offset for S(t) and is represented by the portion of Equation 1 having starred (*) coefficients.
An iterative fitting algorithm, using thefiim function in WTLAB, was implemented to fmd the best fit of the model to each set of detection data. The fitting routine was applied independently to the portions of the model describing the responses to masker onset and masker offset, respectively. hitial guesses for the exponential parameters in response to masker onset were based on trial and error. For the masker offset response, the exponential were simply inverted and adjusted slightly for temporal alignment. The parameter values providing the best fit of the model S(t) to the smoothed temporal masking finction Fig. 2 ) are shown in Table 1 . The successful fit of the model to these results and to temporal masking fictions measured for other signal conditions and listeners suggests that our modeling strategy offers a powerful tool for identifying primary processes and quanti~ing their relative contributions to temporal masking. 
